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Executive Summary
This report provides an overview of the feedback received from the second round of
community consultation undertaken by the Department of Education (the department) in June
2021 regarding the location of a new primary school in Brisbane’s inner west.
In July 2020, the Queensland Government announced a $65 million funding commitment to
build a new primary school in Brisbane’s inner west.
In January 2021 the department conducted community consultation to inform the site selection
for the new school. As part of this process the community was provided with an opportunity to
provide feedback on the location of the school on part of the existing Indooroopilly State High
School (ISHS) site, and to nominate alternative sites for consideration. Following this process,
the department identified that the Perrin Park Precinct, which includes both the Heroes
Avenue side of Perrin Park and the former Toowong Bowls Club, as a possible alternative site
for the school, with a building platform envisaged on the site of the former Toowong Bowls
Club.
The second round of consultation conducted in June 2021 offered the community the
opportunity to share their feedback on the possible location of the new school at ISHS or the
Perrin Park Precinct. Feedback was collected through an online survey, face-to-face
sessions, stakeholder briefings and written submissions via email.
The following key themes for each site were identified through the second consultation
process:
Issue

Perrin Park site

ISHS site

High

High

Medium

High

Flooding

High

Medium

Flying fox colony

High

N/A

Loss of green space and amenity

High

High

Community facilities

High

High

Medium

High

Traffic congestion
Safety

Future expansion

Based on the feedback received the Perrin Park Precinct appears to be the preferred site
compared to the ISHS site, but further considerations are required.
Based on these findings, this report recommends the department:
•

conducts further investigations into both the Perrin Park Precinct and ISHS site and
selects a location by Q3 2021;

•

collaborates with stakeholders from across government, both state and local, to
address traffic, public transport and active transport concerns in the area of the
preferred site;

•

undertakes further community consultation to ensure the new school contributes to,
and is supported by the local community.
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Introduction
Purpose
This report provides a summary of the community consultation process undertaken as part of
the site selection process for the establishment of a new primary school in Brisbane’s inner
west.

Background
Project summary
The Queensland Government is investing $2.6 billion, through the Building Future Schools
program, to deliver new schools and major expansions across the state. In July 2020, the
Queensland Government committed $65 million to establish a new school to service
Brisbane’s inner west, opening in 2023. This will be the first primary school to open in
Brisbane’s inner western suburbs in more than 60 years.
The new school will increase enrolment capacity in the primary school network and enable the
department to address the growing enrolment demand in the Indooroopilly and Ironside (St.
Lucia) catchments.

First round of community consultation
The department commenced community consultation at the start of 2021. The community
provided feedback on the option of Indooroopilly State High School (ISHS) as a site, and
suggested a further 60 alternative sites for consideration. Feedback was collected through an
online survey, face-to-face consultation sessions, email submissions and one-on-one
stakeholder meetings. A summary of the first round of consultation outcomes can be found in
Appendix B and the May 2021 summary report of the consultation outcomes.
The department completed a review of the 60 alternative nominated sites and determined
most were unsuitable as they were:
•

located outside of the area of need;

•

of an insufficient size for a primary school; and/or

•

unavailable for development, either in the timeframe required or at a prohibitive cost.

Detailed investigations were carried out on a longlist of the sites nominated (Appendix A),
including the most popular community suggestions.
Based on these investigations, the department identified part of the Perrin Park Precinct,
specifically the former Toowong Bowls Club and the corner of Heroes Avenue/Gailey Road,
as a viable alternative to the ISHS site.
Following the first round of consultation, the department decided to defer the school for an
opening in 2024 to provide more time to consider the most appropriate location.
The Perrin Park site is owned by Brisbane City Council (BCC). The BCC has repeatedly
expressed their strong opposition to the use of the site for the new school on the basis of
Council’s ‘no net loss of open space’ policy and flooding concerns. If the Perrin Park
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Precinct is selected as the preferred site, further negotiations between BCC and the
department would be required due to negotiate a mutually agreeable outcome.

Second round of community consultation
Based on the outcomes of the first round of consultation, the department is now carrying out
further investigations on two sites – the ISHS site and the Perrin Park Precinct.
The department carried out the second round of community consultation in June 2021 to seek
feedback on the possible location of the new school at the Perrin Park Precinct or ISHS, with
the objective of identifying perceived benefits, key concerns and general sentiment toward
both sites.

Department of Education school site selection guidelines
To enable the community to provide informed feedback on location choice, the department
provided guidance on key selection criteria. A suitable site would:
•

be located in an area that provides catchment relief for Indooroopilly State School (SS)
and Ironside SS;

•

be of a size to provide sufficient building platforms for the school;

•

provide access to greenspace and play space for students;

•

support safe student travel to and from the school;

•

be developable in the short term;

•

support active transport;

•

provide opportunities for community use and access; and

•

provide a value for money outcome.
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Methodology – second round of consultation
The department carried out the second round of consultation during the month of June 2021,
which included an online survey, three drop-in sessions, written submissions and one-onone stakeholder briefings.

More than 821 interactions across 4 weeks

575

53

176

185

8

online
survey
responses

written
submissions
via email

attendees
at drop-in
sessions

conversations
recorded at
sessions

stakeholder
briefings

What we asked
The department asked participants to provide feedback on the possible location of the new
school at ISHS or the Perrin Park Precinct. This included identifying key themes (concerns)
for both sites as well as asking if they perceived each site met the selection criteria.

Who we heard from
During the consultation period the department interacted with more than 821 people,
including:
•

residents from Brisbane’s inner west suburbs;

•

schools (Principals & P&Cs);

•

parents;

•

local elected representatives;

•

local and state government departments; and

•

broader community.

Advertising
Following the announcement of the second round of consultation on Friday 28 May 2021,
the department launched a social media advertising campaign targeting Brisbane’s inner
western suburbs (see the social media graphic in Appendix C).
The department also delivered postcards to residents in the Indooroopilly SS, Ironside SS,
Toowong SS and ISHS catchments inviting them to participate (refer to Appendix D). The
department also provided posters to ISHS, Indooroopilly and Ironside State Schools to share
with their school communities (refer to Appendix E).

Online ‘Have your say’ survey
An online survey ran from 1 to 30 June 2021 and was completed by 575 people.
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Drop-in sessions
Three community information sessions were held locally, with 176 attendance registrations
across all three sessions. Display boards were used (see Appendix F) to invite discussion
about issues such as the state schools in need of relief, both potential locations, site
selection criteria, project timeline, enrolment growth areas in the inner west, and results from
the first round of consultation. Feedback on both sites and other comments were recorded in
conversation feedback forms.

Written submissions
The department received a total of 53 email submissions providing feedback on the
location of the new school. Refer to Appendix G for a summary.
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Feedback at a glance
Perrin Park Precinct key themes
Traffic
The number one concern was traffic congestion in the Perrin Park Precinct. Residents
shared that severe congestion occurs along Gailey Road during peak-hour.
The department received multiple requests for information about traffic studies that had been
conducted and for further studies to be undertaken before finalising a location. Many
community members believed that if the Perrin Park Precinct is selected, road infrastructure
upgrades will be required to enable a smoother traffic flow and safe pick-up and drop-off
zones for students.
Traffic related concerns also referenced recent medium and high-density residential
developments in the area. Community members noted that often these developments are
delivered without sufficient upgrades to the local road network, public transport or active
travel facilities.
“A thorough traffic management assessment in the local area, as well as major
amendments must be implemented. It has been over 50 years since the last major road
infrastructure upgrade in Brisbane’s inner west”.

Flying fox colony
Many residents were concerned about the protected flying fox colony located nearby. The
department received enquiries expressing concern about the colony being impacted by
construction, including noise and air pollution that may cause the species to become highly
stressed and shed the Australian bat Lyssavirus (ABLV), which is closely related to the
rabies virus and poses a health risk to primary school students. Other concerns include the
potential disruption to the colony which may force them to migrate closer to the school site,
as well as concerns flying foxes will enter the site and be within close proximity of students.
“We are concerned about the local flying fox colony which poses severe hygiene and
contamination issues for students, as well as the ecological value the colony adds to Perrin
Park”.

Flooding
Flooding at the Perrin Park Precinct was a major concern for many community members,
with some believing the site would not be a viable option because of flood impacts.
Residents advised that during the 2011 floods, conditions were so severe
it caused the former Toowong Bowls Club to close for nine months due to land
contamination and sewage. Many community members expressed their concern for
associated safety risks to students due to flooding, if the site is chosen.
“Drainage at Perrin Park needs to be fixed to address flooding, sewage and hygiene
concerns”.
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Green space
The local community has strong attachment to the green space at Perrin Park. Many people
spoke of its importance as an asset to local residents and as a place for walking, community
sports and recreation. Green space is seen as a strength of Perrin Park with tangible
benefits for the community.
Face-to-face conversations indicated a perception among the community that the entire
Perrin Park would be used for the school site, or that the entire site would be used by the
school in the future. There appeared to be qualified support for the Perrin Park location if the
school was to only require the former Toowong Bowls Club site.
Many people mentioned green space in Brisbane’s inner-city is becoming less available as a
result of increased residential developments in the area, therefore must be preserved. While
the proposed site includes the former Toowong Bowls Club and would not impact the Josling
Street/Burns Road/Indooroopilly Road side of Perrin Park, the potential loss of trees and
green space in the vicinity is of community concern.
“It is important to preserve shared green space at Perrin Park”.

Common use facilities
The department received several requests from the local community to preserve the use of
community facilities at Perrin Park, which includes a dog recreation area, community garden,
basketball court and exercise amenities. The local community has strong attachment to
these shared facilities at Perrin Park, with many participants requesting they be preserved
for public use.
“I’m concerned about future expansion at Perrin Park site negatively impacting shared
facilities”.

Future expansion
In addition to the preservation of common use facilities, some community members
expressed their concern over future expansion and its consequent impacts to Perrin Park.
This includes the potential loss of more green space, shared facilities and impacts to local
wildlife.
“Forward planning is essential to either of the sites being investigated”.

Construction impacts
Many local residents expressed their concern about potential impacts to traffic congestion,
environmental conditions and shared facilities as a result of construction.
“Perrin Park will require unnecessary costs for construction which will detrimentally impact
the environment and publicly used resources”.
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ISHS key themes
The areas of concern noted by the community regarding the ISHS site reflect similar
community feedback from the first round of consultation (see Appendix B).

Traffic and safety
The number concern for the community was traffic congestion and the associated safety of
students and drivers. This includes the concern of increased medium and high-density
residential developments in the area and the possible location of a new school in close
proximity of four existing schools.
“There are too many schools in close proximity of ISHS, traffic is already terrible around
drop-off and pick-up zones”.

Future expansion
There was strong sentiment from the community that co-locating the new school on the
grounds at ISHS demonstrated a lack of forward planning for the growth of both the high
school and the new primary school.
“I’m concerned about losing more space at ISHS by relocation of existing buildings and staff
car parking”.

Green space
Similar to Perrin Park, the community at ISHS is strongly attached to the green space at the
high school oval. The oval is a popular destination for walking, community sports and
recreation, with many people seeing it as an asset to the school with tangible benefits for
students and the broader community.
“Green space at the ISHS oval is extremely valuable to the community and students, we do
not want to see any loss”.

Need
While many people acknowledged the need for a new primary school in the area, the
perception that existing schools within the Indooroopilly and Ironside catchments are not
managing out-of-catchment enrolments properly is still prevalent within the local community.
During the drop-in sessions, the department used a display board to show a heat map of
primary student enrolment growth in Brisbane’s inner-west from 2016-21. Many attendees
found the heat map useful in helping understand increased enrolment demand in the area.
However, the department received multiple enquiries regarding ISHS, Indooroopilly and
Ironside state schools out-of-catchment student enrolment management. The community
spoke about overcrowding and the importance of relieving these schools, but questioned
whether the school would be needed if existing schools implemented further restrictions on
out-of-catchment enrolments.
“There is a definite need for a new primary school in the area, but out-of-catchment student
enrolments need to be properly managed. It will address enrolment capacity and school
resource issues”.
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Preferred location
Online survey
In considering both the ISHS and Perrin Park Precinct site, the department asked
respondents to consider the following criteria:
•

Location in an area to relieve enrolment pressures at the existing schools
(Indooroopilly and Ironside State School catchments).

•

Accessibility – including the capacity to minimise traffic impacts and links to public
and active transport.

•

Access to green space and play space for students.

•

Value for money to maximise the use of taxpayer funds.

•

Readiness to progress to construction within the short to medium term.
Respondents = 575
Perrin Park Precinct (site criteria)
Location

Accessibility

Green space

Value for
money

Readiness

Agreed

72.8%

66.0%

78.6%

64.5%

67.7%

Disagreed

24.6%

32.6%

20.0%

26.6%

24.0%

Unsure

2.6%

1.2%

1.4%

8.9%

8.3%

ISHS (site criteria)
Location

Accessibility

Green space

Value for
money

Readiness

Agreed

52.2%

22.9%

43.8%

42.4%

52.0%

Disagreed

44.7%

75.7%

54.0%

47.2%

43.5%

Unsure

3.1%

1.4%

2.2%

10.4%

8.5%

The Perrin Park Precinct site was determined to be the preferred site in meeting all criteria.
Results show the majority of respondents perceive the Perrin Park Precinct site as more
effective at meeting each criteria compared to ISHS.
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Drop-in sessions and written submissions
At the drop-in sessions, 141 attendees provided their feedback on site preference. A further
45 people provided written feedback on site preference via email. A total of 186 community
members selected their preferred site as follows:
Respondents = 186
Site preference

n

%

Perrin Park Precinct

62

33.3%

ISHS*

69

37.1%

Neither/Undecided

55

29.6%

186

100%

Total

Looking at all the consultation channels used in the second round of community consultation
(face-to-face, online survey and email submissions) it is apparent that Perrin Park is the
more accepted site. The feedback received also indicates that many community members
share significant concerns for both sites that need to be addressed.
When looking at email submissions and face-to-face feedback sessions alone, the difference
between the two site diminishes with a significant portion of the community unable or
unwilling to nominate a preferred site between ISHS and the Perrin Park Precinct.

*Flying fox protection campaign
In the final days of consultation, the department received 24 written submissions calling for
the protection of the flying fox colony located near the former Toowong Bowls Club. The
submissions were all similar in nature and intent, and called for the new school to be built at
ISHS in order to preserve the flying fox colony.
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Detailed feedback
Online survey feedback
The survey provided the community with an opportunity to provide feedback on the two
possible sites for the new school.
Please refer to Appendix H to see the survey questions and graphs of respondent
feedback. The following high-level feedback was recorded:
Question one: A number of criteria are considered when selecting a new school
location. To what degree do you feel locating the new school at the Perrin Park Precinct
meets the following criteria:
Respondents = 575
Location

Accessibility

Green space

Value for
money

Readiness

Agreed

72.8%

66.0%

78.6%

64.5%

67.7%

Disagreed

24.6%

32.6%

20.0%

26.6%

24.0%

Unsure

2.6%

1.2%

1.4%

8.9%

8.3%

Key findings
The majority of respondents agreed the Perrin Park Precinct addresses all five criteria, with
location to relieve enrolment pressures and access to green space for students being the
most popular. While the majority of respondents believe the site is easily accessible, this
criteria had the highest rate of disagreement.
A higher number of respondents were undecided if the Perrin Park Precinct provides value
for money to minimise the use of taxpayer funds and its readiness to progress to
construction within the short to medium term.
Question two: The Perrin Park precinct presents an opportunity for the new school to
provide facilities which are available for community use outside of school hours and/or when
not required for school operations. Which community use facilities would you like to see at
the Perrin Park Precinct? (Maximum of two selections):
Respondents = 575
Answer choice

Responses

Percentage

Outdoor sports courts and/or fields

311

54.1%

Playgrounds

261

45.4%

Outside of School Hours Care

165

28.7%

Indoor sports courts

120

20.9%

Facility/room hire

92

16%

Other

62

10.8%

Total

1,011

-
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Key findings:
Most popular facilities the community wants to see:
•

Outdoor sports courts and/or fields;

•

Playgrounds;

•

Out-of-school hours care.

‘Other’ category, most popular recommendations:
•

Shared community facilities;

•

Community centre.

Least popular recommendation:
•

Facility/room hire.

Question three: What concerns do you have about locating a new school within the Perrin
Park Precinct? (Maximum of three selections):
Respondents = 575
Answer choice

Responses

Percentage

Traffic

336

58.4%

Community use facilities

161

28.0%

Future expansion capacity

153

26.6%

Access to green space

149

25.9%

Other

147

25.6%

Construction impacts

134

23.3%

Safety

97

16.9%

Ability to meet service need

68

11.8%

Visual amenity

41

7.1%

Value for money

27

4.7%

1,313

-

Total
Key findings:
Most popular community concerns:
1. Traffic congestion;
2. Community use facilities;
3. Future expansion;
4. Access to green space.
‘Other’ category, most popular concerns:
1. Flying fox colony;
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2. Flooding.

Question four: A number of criteria are considered when selecting a new school
location. To what degree do you feel locating the new school at the Indooroopilly State High
School site meets the following criteria:
Respondents = 575
Location

Accessibility

Green space

Value for
money

Readiness

Agreed

52.2%

22.9%

43.8%

42.4%

52.0%

Disagreed

44.7%

75.7%

54.0%

47.2%

43.5%

Unsure

3.1%

1.4%

2.2%

10.4%

8.5%

Key findings:
There is significantly less agreement between respondents that the ISHS site addresses all
five criteria compared to the Perrin Park Precinct.
Respondents were divided on whether the ISHS site would provide adequate location for
catchment for enrolment relief, access to green space, value for money to reduce taxpayer
funds and its readiness to progress to construction in the short to medium term.
There is overwhelming disagreement (75.7%) that the ISHS site will provide adequate
accessibility for a new school.

Question five: The Indooroopilly State High School site precinct presents an opportunity for
the new school to provide facilities which are available for community use outside of school
hours and/or when not required for school operations. Which community use facilities would
you like to see at the Indooroopilly State High School site? (Maximum of two selections):
Respondents = 575
Answer choice

Responses

Percentage

Outdoor sports courts and/or fields

319

55.5%

Playgrounds

206

35.8%

Outside of School Hours Care

138

24%

Indoor sports courts

119

20.7%

Facility/room hire

87

15.1%

Other

83

14.4%

Total

952

-
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Key findings:
Most popular facilities the community wants to see:
1. Outdoor sports courts and/or fields;
2. Playgrounds;
3. Out-of-school hours care.
‘Other’ category, most popular recommendations:
1. Preservation of green space;
2. No net loss of playing fields.
Least popular recommendation:
•

Facility/room hire.

Question six: What concerns do you have about locating a new school within the
Indooroopilly State High School site? (Maximum of three selections):
Respondents = 575
Answer choice

Responses

Percentage

Traffic

487

84.7%

Future expansion capacity

238

41.4%

Safety

207

36%

Construction impacts

166

28.9%

Access to green space

151

26.3%

Ability to meet service need

83

14.4%

Other

80

13.9%

Community use facilities

45

7.8%

Value for money

27

4.7%

Visual amenity

21

3.7%

1,505

-

Total
Key findings:
Most popular community concerns:
•

Traffic;

•

Future expansion;

•

Safety

•

Construction impacts

•

Access to green space.
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‘Other’ category, most popular concerns:
•

Close proximity to other schools.

Question seven: Do you have any other feedback you would like to provide?
Answer choice

Responses

Percentage

Yes

336

58.4%

No

239

41.6%

Total

575

100%

Other feedback – key themes:
While many survey respondents expressed their disapproval of both possible sites, the
Perrin Park Precinct site received more positive feedback compared to ISHS. There was
widespread concern towards the flying fox colony located near the former Toowong Bowls
Club, along with the associated hygiene and safety risks to students if the Perrin Park
Precinct site is chosen. There were also multiple comments mentioning the Perrin Park
Precinct being a flood-zone, including references to severe flooding impacts during the 2011
Brisbane floods and associated safety risks to students.
Many survey respondents expressed their concern towards whether the existing green
space and common use facilities at Perrin Park, including an existing dog park, community
garden and exercise equipment, will be removed as a result of the project delivery. There
were many requests to update local road and active transport infrastructure in the area to
address traffic and safety concerns.

Drop-in sessions feedback
The department recorded 185 conversations across all three drop-in sessions. The following
high-level key themes, ranked in order the order of popularity, were identified for each
location:
Perrin Park Precinct

ISHS

Main concerns:
1. Traffic;

Main concerns:
1. Traffic;

2. Green space;

2. Safety;

3. Flooding;

3. Green space;

4. Bat colony;

4. Common use facilities;

5. Common use facilities.

5. Construction impacts.

Other minor concerns:
• Future expansion;
•

Safety; and

•

Construction impacts.

Other minor concerns:
• Visual amenity; and
•

Ability to meet service need.
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Further considerations:
The majority of attendees lived locally to Perrin Park (54%), with just under one-third being
neighbours to ISHS (32.1%). The community provided significantly more feedback on the
Perrin Park Precinct site (389 theme and 83 benefits entries) compared to ISHS (225 theme
and 37 benefits entries). Similar to feedback from the first round of consultation, there is a
widespread perception that ISHS and the two existing state schools are not properly
managing their out-of-catchment enrolments and this is driving enrolment pressure. Refer to
Appendix I to see the summary of feedback across all drop-in sessions, including the key
themes and perceived benefits of each site.

Written submission findings
Similar to the drop-in session results, the community provided more feedback on the
perceived benefits and themes of the Perrin Park Precinct compared to ISHS. As a result of
the flying fox campaign email submissions, the flying fox colony located near the Perrin Park
Precinct was the primary community concern through written submissions accounting for
41.5% of the site’s key themes. The flying fox campaign submissions also resulted in
overwhelming written support for the ISHS site compared to Perrin Park, making up 62.2%
of the site recommendations. Refer to Appendix G to see the summary of feedback from all
written submissions, including the key themes and perceived benefits of each site.

Stakeholder briefings
Departmental staff met with interested stakeholders before and during the second round of
consultation, including:
•

Brisbane City Council (BCC) representatives (13 May);

•

Councillor James Mackay, Brisbane City Council (Walter Taylor Ward) (31 May);

•

State Member for Maiwar, Michael Berkman MP (2 June & 30 June);

•

Indooroopilly State High School Principal, Ironside State School Principal and
Indooroopilly State School Principal (9 June);

•

Department of State Development, Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning
(DSDILGP) representatives (16 June);

•

‘Communify Queensland’, a Brisbane-based community support organisation which
was given the lease to the former Toowong Bowls Club lease by BCC in late-May 2021
(17 June);

•

Toowong Harriers Athletics Club, an inner-city athletics club which uses the facilities
at Perrin Park and Jack Cook Oval (17 June).

At the stakeholder briefings, the department shared information about the need for the
school, the outcomes from the first round of consultation, objectives of the second round,
and overview of the project delivery moving forward.
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The way forward
The department will continue with site investigations on both the Perrin Park Precinct and
ISHS site. For the Perrin Park Precinct, it is important to consider that some of these
activities require consent from the landowners, in this case, Brisbane City Council (BCC).
The department has established a Project Reference Group (PRG) which has brought
together a variety of government groups to share information and identify future traffic,
infrastructure and non-infrastructure solutions. While the PRG is not a decision-making body
regarding the site selection of the new school, it has provided a valuable forum for key
stakeholders to discuss key insights, concerns and feedback on the project.
The school’s location will be finalised in Q3 2021. Regardless of the selected site, the
department will work with the local community to design the new school in a manner that
responds to their concerns and is supported. Through its decision to defer the school to a
2024 opening the department has allowed for more time to allow this important, collaborative
work to be undertaken.
Following site selection, the project’s detailed design will commence. Once a site is selected,
it will go through the Ministerial Infrastructure Designation (MID) process which will provide
further opportunities for the local community to provide feedback during the project’s
delivery.

Next steps
Traffic and safety
Feedback

Next steps

With four existing schools (ISHS, Holy
Trinity, St Peters and Brigidine College) in a
small radius, the local road network around
ISHS cannot cope with another school and
the associated traffic movements.

Traffic studies are underway at both sites.
Based on the outcomes of these studies,
traffic mitigation measures can be
developed to ensure the new school
network has minimal impact on the road
network.

The current traffic situation is dangerous for
pedestrians and adding a new school will
only make the situation worse.
There is also concern the new school will
worsen severe traffic congestion which
occurs at Perrin Park, specifically along
Gailey Road during peak-hour.

The department has engaged government
stakeholders through the PRG to
collaborate on the design and approval of
the new school, as well as investigate cross
government solutions for community
concerns.
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Future expansion
Feedback

Next steps

There is concern that ISHS has been
chosen as a possible site without regard to
how ISHS or the new primary school may
need to expand in the future.

ISHS has a high level of out-of-catchment
students. It is suggested that the region
work with ISHS to reduce out-of-catchment
enrolments to ensure the school can
accommodate in catchment students within
existing infrastructure.

There is concern the former Toowong
Bowls Club has been chosen without
regard to potential impacts to green space
and common use facilities upon future
expansion.

Master planning for both sites must
consider future expansion opportunities, as
well as preserving common use facilities
and valued green space.

Green space
Feedback

Next steps

Green space is an important educational
and community asset in inner city
neighbourhoods. Green space is highly
valued by students at ISHS and community
members alike. Green space is also a
frequently utilised amenity to community
members around Perrin Park, as well as
highly valued by the landowners due to
BCC’s no net loss of open space policy.

The department must develop a design
solution which has minimal impacts to
green space.
It is important the department understands
the community uses of green space at both
sites and develop a design solution that
seeks to accommodate community uses of
department facilities.

Need for the new school
Feedback

Next steps

There is acknowledgement within the local
community that a new school is needed to
service the inner west.

It is important the department is able to
deliver the new school by 2024 which
acknowledges and responds to the
concerns of the local community. The
department will continue to work with the
local community surrounding the chosen
site to design a school that responds to
their concerns.

There are some individuals who
acknowledge that it will be difficult to find a
site in the inner west that is not impacted by
traffic, flooding and/or loss of green space.
There are a number of planning, approval
and practical considerations that require
further investigation, regardless of which
site is chosen.

The deferral of the school to 2024 has
provided the department with more time to
work with stakeholders from across
government, including establishing the
PRG, to ensure the design and delivery is
collaborative and solutions focused.
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Flying fox colony
Feedback

Next steps

There is concern about the protected flying
fox colony located near the former
Toowong Bowls Club footprint. Many
community members are concerned about
the potential disruption to the colony as a
result of construction and school operation,
as well as safety and hygiene risks to
primary school students.

The department is seeking collaboration
with and advice from Brisbane City Council
(BCC) representatives and the Department
of Environment and Science (DES) on the
flying fox colony. It is essential the
department understands the potential
impacts of relocating/or disturbing the
colony as a result of construction at the
Perrin Park Precinct.
The department must also understand
flying fox movement habits and the
potential health risks posed to primary
school students if co-located within close
proximity.

Flooding
Feedback

Next steps

There is concern about the Perrin Park
Precinct being prone to extreme flooding
during wet weather conditions, with the site
being out-of-use for several months after
the 2011 Brisbane floods. Local community
members also advised the ISHS oval
experiences severe overland flooding
conditions.

The department is continuing to investigate
the severity of flooding impacts to both
sites, which will inform potential design
solutions.
The department will collaborate with other
government stakeholders to help find
solutions to minimise flooding impacts.

Common use facilities
Feedback

Next steps

There is concern about the preservation of
popular common use facilities at Perrin
Park, which the local community has a
strong attachment to. There is also concern
about potential shared facilities between
primary and ISHS students.

Design solutions must consider the ongoing
community uses of existing open space.
This includes master planning for ISHS
parallel to the new primary school to
demonstrate the ongoing viability of ISHS
facilities, should the ISHS site be identified
as the preferred location for the new school.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Longlist of sites investigated
Criteria Measurement Key

Good

Fair

Poor

Sites investigated
Criteria

Location
meets need

Indooroopilly
State High
School

Jack Speare
Park

Robertson
Park

Queensland
Academy of
Science,
Mathematics
and
Technology
(QASMT)

Toowong
Bowls Club

Perrin Park

Jack Cook
Memorial
Park

UQ Sports
Fields / UQ
sites

JK Mineral
Research

Moore Park

Oakman Park

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Safety

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Poor

Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Poor

Fair

Traffic

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Poor

Poor

Good

Community
use options

Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Fair

Good

Availability

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Public
transport

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Good

Flood – River

Fair

Good

Fair

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Fair

Good

Fair

Flood – Local

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Fair

Poor

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Poor

Flood –
Overland

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Fair

Good

Community
Support

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Supported
subject to
due diligence

Supported
subject to
due diligence

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Overall
Assessment
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Appendix B – Feedback from Round 1
Key themes
Based on the first round of consultation, there is significant interest in the local community
regarding the new inner west primary school. As covered in more detail below, there is
broad support from the community for the new educational facility.
However, following the department’s review of all the feedback received, it is evident that
there are significant concerns regarding the possible location of the new school on the
grounds of ISHS, particularly among neighbours to the secondary school.
Throughout consultation, the department heard that, regardless of the specific location of the
new school, the key issues for ISHS and any potential site included:
Theme

Summary

Traffic and
safety

The primary issue raised by the community was concern about traffic
congestion and the associated safety of students and drivers. The
department received multiple requests for information about what traffic
studies had been conducted and requests that further studies be
undertaken before finalising a location.
There was significant concern about the possibility of locating another
school within close proximity to four existing schools. Community
members also noted recent medium to high-density residential
developments in the area worsening traffic conditions, believing the
existing road network does not cope with the existing level of
congestion.

Service need

The enrolment pressures at the existing Indooroopilly SS and Ironside
SS, and the consequent need for additional primary school facilities in
the inner west, were widely acknowledged by the community. Despite
this acknowledgment, the department received multiple requests for
information regarding enrolment growth and many community
members spoke about ongoing crowding and the importance of trying
to relieve these schools.
There is also a perception that ISHS and the two existing state schools
are not appropriately managing their out-of-catchment student
enrolments and that this is driving the enrolment pressure.

More time and
information

Many community members felt the consultation was being rushed by
the department based on the December 2020 consultation
announcement and the original 2023 delivery timeline. The community
requested more time and information so they can be genuinely
involved in the planning for the new school.
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Planning for
the future

There was strong sentiment from the community that co-locating the
new school on the grounds of ISHS demonstrated a lack of forward
planning for the growth of the both the high school and the new primary
school. Many community members believed that co-locating the
schools on the ISHS site would constrain the future growth of both
schools.

Green space

The local community has strong attachments to the green space at
ISHS, both as an asset to students and the local community. Many
people spoke of the green space as a strength of the school, including
its importance as a place for walking, community sporting associations
and recreation.

ISHS feedback at a glance
Despite many community concerns regarding the possible location of ISHS, it was also
acknowledged by some community members that it would be difficult to find an ideal site in
the inner west given the urban nature of the area. Some community members were also
explicit in stating that they simply did not want the development “in their backyard”.
Common perceptions include:
•

the local road network cannot accommodate additional traffic, given the proximity of
four schools already located near the ISHS site;

•

pedestrian and active travel safety needs to be expanded and improved around the
ISHS site;

•

the ISHS site is not the “right” site as enrolment demand is being driven by
development in other areas, such as in the Toowong State School catchment;

•

the existing green space is a community asset that cannot be compromised;

•

that ISHS needs the space for growth and cannot afford to lose its oval; and

•

building over a new car park and drop-off facilities is a waste of tax payer funds.

Alternative site recommendations and investigations
During the consultation period, 62 alternative sites were nominated for consideration by the
department. The most popular alternative sites nominated by the public were:
•

Perrin Park – 56 Josling Street, Toowong

•

Toowong Bowls Club – 59 Gailey Road, Taringa

•

Queensland Academy for Science, Mathematics and Technology (QASMT)
Campus – 78 Bywong Street, Toowong

•

Tricare site – 52 Seven Oaks Street, Taringa

•

University of Queensland (UQ) – identified as general option with multiple sites
nominated.

The department completed a preliminary review of all the sites nominated and found the
majority were unsuitable.
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Detailed investigations were carried out on a longlist of the sites nominated, including the
most popular community suggestions. Based on these investigations, the department
identified the Perrin Park Precinct, specifically the former Toowong Bowls Club and the
corner of Heroes Avenue/Gailey Road, as a viable alternative to the ISHS site. Based on the
outcomes of the first round of community consultation, the department is now carrying out
further investigations on the ISHS site and the Perrin Park Precinct.

Appendix C – Social media graphic

Appendix D – Consultation postcard
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Appendix E – Consultation poster

Appendix F – Display boards at consultation drop-in sessions
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Appendix G – Written submission feedback results
Combined feedback across all written submissions, including the key themes, site
preferences and perceived benefits of each site, are as follows:
Perrin Park Precinct – Key themes
Total entries captured = 82
Bat colony

Green space

Traffic

Flooding

n

34

13

12

9

%

41.5%

18.9%

14.6%

11%

Perrin Park Precinct – Benefits
Total entries captured = 16
Accessibility

Location

Green space

Construction
readiness

Value for
money

n

8

4

3

1

0

%

50%

25%

18.7%

6.3%

0%

ISHS – Key themes
Total entries captured = 40
Traffic

Safety

Future
expansion

Green space

Common use
facilities

n

12

7

5

4

4

%

30%

17.5%

12.5%

10%

10%

ISHS – Benefits
Total entries captured = 5
Construction
readiness

Accessibility

Location

Green space

Value for
money

n

3

1

1

0

0

%

60%

20%

20%

0%

0%
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Preferred Location
Total entries captured = 45
Perrin Park

ISHS

Neither/Undecided

n

8

28

9

%

17.8%

62.2%

20%

Appendix H – Online survey questions and results graphs
Question 1: A number of criteria are considered when selecting a new school location. To
what degree do you feel locating the new school at the Perrin Park Precinct meets the
following criteria:
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Question 2: The Perrin Park precinct presents an opportunity for the new school to provide
facilities which are available for community use outside of school hours and/or when not
required for school operations. Which community use facilities would you like to see at the
Perrin Park Precinct? (Maximum of two selections):

Question 3: What concerns do you have about locating a new school within the Perrin Park
Precinct? (Maximum of 3 selections):
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Question 4: A number of criteria are considered when selecting a new school location. To
what degree do you feel locating the new school at the Indooroopilly State High School
site meets the following criteria:

Question 5: The Indooroopilly State High School site presents an opportunity for the new
school to provide facilities which are available for community use outside of school hours
and/or when not required for school operations. Which community use facilities would you
like to see at the Indooroopilly State High School site? (Maximum of two selections):
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Question 6: What concerns do you have about locating a new school within Indooroopilly
State High School? (Maximum of 3 selections):

Question 7: Do you have any other feedback you would like to provide?
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Appendix I – Drop-in session feedback results
Combined feedback across all sessions, including the top five key themes for both the
ISHS and Perrin Park Precinct site, are as follows:
Neighbour – Either Site
Total entries captured = 137
Perrin Park

ISHS

Neither

n

74

44

19

%

54%

32.1%

13.9%

Perrin Park Precinct – Themes (Top Five)
Total entries captured = 389
Traffic

Green space

Flooding

Bat colony

Common use
facilities

n

99

64

57

46

21

%

25.4%

16.5%

14.7%

11.8%

5.4%

Perrin Park Precinct – Benefits
Total entries captured = 83
Green space

Accessibility

Location

Construction
readiness

Value for
money

n

26

25

18

9

5

%

31.3%

30.1%

21.7%

10.8%

6.1%

ISHS – Themes (Top Five)
Total entries captured = 225
Traffic

Safety

Green space

Future
expansion

Common use
facilities

n

81

34

29

24

19

%

36%

15.1%

12.9%

10.7%

8.4%
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ISHS – Benefits
Total entries captured = 37
Accessibility

Green space

Value for
money

Location

Construction
readiness

n

12

8

7

5

5

%

32.5%

21.6%

18.9%

13.5%

13.5%

Preferred Location
Total entries captured = 141
Perrin Park

ISHS

Neither/Undecided

n

54

41

46

%

38.3%

29.1%

32.6%
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